
KINGS INTERNATIONAL - GRADE 7
Task 1 {30 Points}
Fill the text with proper words. Circle A, B, C or D.
Cultural diversity is like a big puzzle with lots 1….. different pieces. Each piece represents a different culture,
like how people live, what 2. ….. believe, and the cool things they create. Imagine if everyone had the same
puzzle piece – it would be 3. ….. boring, right?
Picture your class as a team on an amazing adventure. Each person brings a unique skill to 4…… puzzles and
overcome challenges. Cultural diversity is a bit like that – everyone has something 5…… to offer. Some might
speak different languages or celebrate different holidays, but that's what makes the team 6……. and interesting.
Think of your favourite book with characters from 7. …… around the world. Each character has their own story
and background. Real life is a bit like that too! Learning about other cultures is like discovering new 8. ……. in a
big, exciting book.
So, being cool with cultural diversity means being 9……. to exploring new pieces of the puzzle, learning from
each other, and making the adventure 10. …… more awesome together!
1. {2 points} A. in B. at C. up D. of
2. {3 points} A. he B. their C. they D. them
3. {4 points} A. quite a B. unless C. almost D. pretty
4. {3 points} A. solve B. do C. make D. take
5. {2 points} A. specify B. special C. abstract D. unity
6. {4 points} A. power B. slim C. strong D. spirit
7. {2 points} A. all B. up C. for D. with
8. {3 points} A. line-up B. scopes C. chapters D. drivers
9. {4 points} A. excite B. content C. precise D. open
10.{3 points} A. for B. with C. even D. the
Task 2 {15 Points}
Choose the best answer A, B, C or D.
11. {3 points} What does the phrase "unique qualities" refer to?
A. Similarities B. Special characteristics C. Common features D. Regular routines
12. {4 points} According to the text, what is the best way to describe celebrating cultural diversity?
A. Ignoring differences
B. Embracing differences
C. Avoiding differences
D. Disliking differences
13. {3 points} What is the meaning of "backgrounds" in the sentence, "People from diverse backgrounds"?
A. Experiences and origins
B. Hobbies and interests
C. Clothes and accessories
D. Colors and shapes
14. {3 points} How would you define "open-minded" as used in the text?
A. Having a closed perspective
B. Being judgmental
C. Willing to learn and accept new ideas
D. Ignoring others' opinions
15. {2 points} According to the text, what happens when students from various ethnicities collaborate?
A.They argue and fight
B. They celebrate alone
C. They work together and learn from each other
D. They avoid each other



Task 3 {15 Points}
Match the short passages with their possible titles. Circle one correct answer: A, B, C or D.

A. In ancient cultures,
societies thrived on
close-knit communities,
sharing customs and
values. Interdependence
was key, as individuals
relied on collective
strengths for survival,
fostering a sense of unity
that transcended
generations.

B. The rapid pace of
technological
advancement has
reshaped societies,
connecting distant
individuals while
challenging traditional
norms. Globalisation and
digitalization redefine
social structures,
prompting adaptation to
diverse perspectives and
fostering a dynamic,
interconnected world.

C. Amidst progress,
contemporary societies
grapple with complex
issues like inequality,
environmental concerns,
and political unrest. The
evolving landscape
demands innovative
solutions, urging societies
to confront these
challenges collectively.

D. Resilient societies
cultivate inclusivity and
empathy, recognizing the
strength in diversity. By
embracing change and
fostering social cohesion,
communities can navigate
uncertainties, creating a
foundation for sustainable
progress and collective
well-being.

16. {2 points} Which passage shall have the title ‘Modern Societal Shifts’ ?
A. A B. B C. C D. D
17. {3 point}Which passage shall have the title ‘Traditional Societies’?
A. A B. B C. C D. D
18. {4 point}Which passage shall have the title 'Challenges in Contemporary Societies’ ?
A. A B. B C. C D. D
19. {1 points} Which passage shall have the title ‘Societal Resilience’ ?
A. A B. B C. C D. D
20. {5 points}Which passage mentions digital progress ?
A. A B. B C. C D. D

Task 4 {20 Points}
Choose the grammatically correct answer A, B, C or D
21. {2 points} Select the correct verb form: "The team ___________ practising for the upcoming match."
A. is B. have C. am D. be
22. {1 point} Choose the appropriate question tag: "She doesn't like coffee, __________?"
A. does she B. isn't she C. don't she D. hasn't she
23. {2 points} Identify the correct reported speech: "Tom said, 'I will finish my homework.'"
A. Tom said that he will finish his homework.
B. Tom said that he finished his homework.
C. Tom said that he would finish his homework.
D. Tom said that he finished his homework.
24. {3 points} Determine the correct tense: "The students ___________ on their science project for weeks now."
A. work B. working C. have been working D. works
25. {3 points} Choose the correct sentence about the past: "Last summer, we ___________ a fantastic road trip
across the country."
A. plan B. planning C. are planning D. planned
26. {2 points} Pick the correct past perfect form: "By the time I arrived, they ___________watching the movie."
A. finished B. finish C. had finished D. finishing
27. {1 point} Decide on the appropriate question form: "Who ___________ the cake for the party?"
A. boke B. baked C. baking D. bake
28. {2 points} Select the right form for the sentence: "The baby always ___________ when he sees his favourite
toy."



A. laughs B. laughing C. laughed D. laugh
29. {3 points} Identify the correct conjunction: "Sarah enjoys both playing the piano ___________ painting."
A. but B. and C. or D. so
30. {1 point} Choose the correct preposition to complete the sentence: "The cat jumped ___________ the table."
A. onto B. for C. in D. with

Task 5 {20 Points}
Choose the word that best fits and circle A, B, C or D
31. {2 point}To ask for information is to:
A. strategy B. consider C. drastic D. inquire
32. {3 point}   The skill of carrying out plans to achieve a goal is:
A. feature B. consider C. infinite D. strategy
33.{1 point} To put something where people can see it is to:
A. inquire B. display C. consider D. infinite
34. {2 point} To get something and bring it back from a place or to get information from a computer is to:
A.feature B. specify C. infinite D. retrieve
35. {1 point} What does the word “replay” mean?
A. to play again B. to play fast C. to play a long time D. to play after
36.{3 point} Having no limits; endless (going on and on forever)
A. tactic B. drastic C. infinite D. specific
37.{4 point} Which word best describes the meaning of multi-?
A. enough B. back C. before D. many
38. {1 point} To is to elaborate or expand in detail.
A. explain B. determine C. develop D. identify
39. {1 point}Mom was frustrated because my sister and I seem to ……… all the time. We never agree on
anything.
A..effect B. repair C. argue D. construct
40. {2 point} Which choice means “writing about life"?
A. biography B. photography C. phonograph D. graphoscope


